
STRATEGIC SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

PROACTIVELY MANAGE SUPPLY CHAIN ISSUES
Supply chain issues are nothing new. In 2005, Hurricane Katrina made it impossible for container ships 
to access Gulf Coast ports. In 2015, Turkish forces shot down a Russian jet resulting in Russia’s blockade 
of more than a thousand cargo ships. More recently, the global pandemic, Suez Canal blockage, and 
geopolitical unrest have impacted retail, distribution, construction, and manufacturing supply chains.

Larger businesses with emergency plans and financial resources are more resilient and better equipped 
to weather supply chain issues. Conversely, small and midsize businesses struggle to adapt to 
disruptive events resulting in loss of revenue, market share erosion, and increased costs. 

Small businesses are evening the playing field with modern business process automation technologies 
for demand planning and procurement. Future-proof ERP applications like Acumatica provide breadth 
and depth with a suite of connected applications providing real-time insights with robust analytics for 
increased supply chain visibility. 

This playbook provides business leaders with an overview of crucial business application features 
to perfect their supply chains. Learn how to implement inventory strategies for supply and demand 
transparency. Discover how to overcome supply chain challenges with a scalable and affordable cloud 
platform designed for growing businesses. 

Mitigate Supply Chain Disruption 
with Acumatica Cloud ERP 
Digital Strategies for Modern Supply Chains
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INTRODUCTION 

Supply Chain Fundamentals
Balancing supply and demand is challenging. Supply chain disruption complicates matters 
further with many unknown elements. On the one hand, businesses minimize inventory to 
reduce carrying costs, maximize available warehouse space, and reduce dead stock. However, 
supply chain issues often force companies to buy excessive inventory to avoid stock-outs that 
impact sales, production, construction jobs, service appointments, and projects. 

A 2021 survey by the U.S. Census Bureau suggests that manufacturing, construction, retail and wholesale trade, 
and food services currently experience the worst disruption of all industry segments. Further, a recent report 
by McKinsey notes that companies can expect ten years of supply chain disruptions to erase half a year’s worth 
of profits. 

The pandemic’s supply chain disruption improved gradually since its peak in early 2022. However, experts are 
cautiously watching for another, more brutal wave of COVID-19 that could have a more devastating impact 
on supply chains than before. The pandemic’s impact on supply chains hit every sector of the economy. For 
example, recent lumber shortages in construction coupled with a booming home building market saw lumber 
prices soar to more than $1,700 per thousand board feet, increasing from $7,000 pre-pandemic to $27,000 
during the pandemic peak. A report by Ernst and Young in 2021 revealed that 72 percent of businesses surveyed 
about the pandemic reported a negative impact on their business compared to just 28 percent that said there 
was no impact or a positive impact. 

With 80 percent of supply chain disruptions originating in downstream suppliers , it is impossible to avoid 
disruption altogether. Hence, business executives question how to minimize supply chain disruption by 
implementing systems, processes, and strategies to understand demand better while protecting vital supply 
lines for critical products.

“Full supply chain visibility will enable us to target the areas where we have issues 
and tackle them, to ensure we are operating efficiently and driving growth across 
sales, supply chain, manufacturing, and finance . . . We’re also looking to do direct 
integrations with suppliers, with vendors, and potentially with international partners, 
which we believe we will be able to do with Acumatica.”

–  DEREK SZABO, MANAGING DIRECTOR
DEVIL’S PEAK BREWING COMPANY

LEARN MORE >

1 US Census Bureau, Small Business Pulse Survey, 2021
2 McKinsey, Risk, Resilience, and Rebalancing in Global Value Chains, 2020
3 Susan Helper and Evan Soltas, Why the Pandemic Has Disrupted Supply Chains, 2021
4 Ernst & Young, How COVID-19 Impacted Supply Chains and What Comes Next, 2021
5 Material Handling & Logistics News, Bindiya Vakil, 2021
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SALES ORDERS
Orders created by sales reps, blanket 
contracts, and EDI purchase orders 
represent real demand, now and in the future. You 
should look for ways to improve sales processes to 
minimize supply disruptions.

HOW ACUMATICA HELPS:

• Matrix Items: Use matrix items to create sales
orders using item attributes for improved product
accuracy.

• Item Photos: Upload item photos to improve
order accuracy for in-house sales and customers
via connected storefronts.

• Item Categories: Group items by category to
make better product identification with default
values by item class.

• Substitute Items: Avoid stock-outs with
substitute item suggestions.

• Stock Allocation: Reserve stock for customer
orders from sales order entry.

• Returns and Exchanges: Process RMAs for
customers with options for account credit,
refund, or exchange with reason codes.

• Pricing and Discounts: Setup customer price
sheets and discounts to encourage volume
purchases and orders during off-peak times.

• Blanket Sales Orders: Secure long-term
commitments with blanket sales orders.

• Order History: Review sales history to improve
repeat order accuracy.

• Drop-Shipments: Create vendor purchase orders
tagged to the sales order to drop-ship products
from suppliers directly to customers.

• Embedded CRM: Gain a 360-degree view of
customer interactions from a single screen with the
embedded CRM with robust service and support
applications to manage issues.

• Intercompany Transactions: Automatically create
a sales order in one company from a purchase order
in another company. Cross-company transactions
generate the purchase receipt in the buying
company from the shipment in the selling entity and
create the sales invoice in the selling company when
the bill is created in the buying company.

• Automation: Automate hand-offs to the warehouse,
fulfillment partners, construction teams, project
managers, service executives, and production for
faster order processing.

DEMAND 

Demand Planning Components 
and Strategies
Effective supply chains start with demand planning. Without it, businesses cannot develop 
supply-side strategies. There are two types of demand—actual demand from real orders and 
forecasted demand from sales projections and statistical forecast models. 

“Because we didn’t realize we already had something in another warehouse, we 
would buy things we didn’t need and carry excess inventory . . . We’ve really taken the 
human element out of things like special pricing and leaned on the Acumatica system, 
which has paid a lot of dividends. It’s made my life a whole lot easier.”

–  BRETT DAVIS, OPERATIONS MANAGER
BOB DAVIS SALES

LEARN MORE >
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Accurate inventory is fundamental for demand 
planning. Know what you have with visibility 
into stock status across warehouse locations. 

HOW ACUMATICA HELPS:

• Warehouse Transfers: Establish replenishment
profiles to understand how planned transfer orders
impact stock at each warehouse location.

• Kitting: Sales for kits provide visibility into demand
for kit components.

• Item Class Hierarchy: Set defaults for sales orders
using Item Class Hierarchy definitions to improve data
accuracy.

• Dead Stock: Inquiries provide insights into old stock
that should be removed from inventory.

• Quality Management: Connected Quality
Management helps identify suspect inventory so
it can be isolated from on-hand calculations with
corrective actions.

RETAIL AND COMMERCE
Disconnected point of sale and  
commerce applications limit demand 
visibility resulting in inaccurate plans.

HOW ACUMATICA HELPS:

• Native Commerce Connectors: Native
commerce connectors synchronize data
between Acumatica and storefront apps like
BigCommerce and Shopify, ensuring accurate
demand planning on a single platform.
Certified apps are available for other commerce
platforms and marketplaces.

• Embedded Point of Sale: Businesses with
showrooms and retail locations use Acumatica
Point of Sale for sales connected to inventory
and sales order applications.

“With Acumatica, we have a much tighter connection between the sales process 
flowing to manufacturing, and our inventory accuracy improved substantially.”

–  ANDY GALE, CFO & COO, LIVEVIEW TECHNOLOGIES LEARN MORE >

DEMAND FORECASTING
Historical data drives forecasts for 
improved demand planning. 

HOW ACUMATICA HELPS:

• Native Demand Planning: Acumatica supports
lead times, safety stock, economic order
quantities, min/max, reorder points, moving
average forecasts, seasonality, and other
replenishment options.

• Connected Demand Forecasting: Certified
apps like EazyStock and NetStock provide
advanced statistical demand forecasts.

OTHER DEMAND SOURCES
Connect data from manufacturing, con-
struction, service management, and project 
 accounting for a 360-degree view of demand.

HOW ACUMATICA HELPS:

• Manufacturing: Use the MRP application to manage
dependent components and raw material demand for
finished goods.

• Construction Jobs: Manage demand for materials
needed for jobs with the Acumatica Construction
Edition.

• Service Management: Account for inventory
requirements on service orders with the native
service management application.

• Project Accounting: Identify inventory demand from
project accounting.
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PURCHASING / SOURCING
Automate purchase order processes, 
discover new vendors with native 
requisitions, implement vendor-managed inventory 
strategies, and improve supplier relationships with 
embedded CRM.

HOW ACUMATICA HELPS:

• Vendor Management: Setup vendors with
defaults by vendor class. Import vendor product
catalogs with price lists and set up vendor contacts
and billing details.

• Purchase Orders: Create purchase orders from
scratch, copy them from previous orders or
templates, or automate them based on stock
levels.

• Blanket Orders: Provide vendors with
transparency into future demand by setting up
blanket orders for long-term contracts.

• Requisitions: Automate vendor bidding and
approvals for stock and non-stock items. Email
requests to suppliers, digitally collect bids, and
convert winning bids directly into vendor records
and purchase orders.

• Drop-Shipments: Create vendor purchase orders
tagged to the sales order to drop-ship products
from suppliers directly to customers.

• Vendor Managed Inventory: Acumatica’s
unlimited user licensing and cloud framework
empowers vendors to securely monitor
inventory levels for products they supply to your
organization. Alert vendors of low stock, enabling
them to create purchase orders in Acumatica for
buyer approval.

• Consigned Inventory: Acumatica’s cloud
framework makes it easy to manage consigned
inventory to stock vendor inventory that is not
on your financial books until sold or used. More
details are available on the Acumatica blog.

• Intercompany: Automatically create a sales order
in one company from a purchase order in another
company. Cross-company transactions generate
the purchase receipt in the buying company from
the shipment in the selling entity and create the
sales invoice in the selling company when the bill
is created in the buying company.

• Procure-to-Pay: Improve vendor relations with
procure-to-pay automation powered by artificial
intelligence with machine learning.

SUPPLY 

Supply Management Applications 
and Strategies
Materials are the cornerstone of wholesale distribution, retail, commerce, construction, and 
manufacturing operations. Manage vendor relationships with embedded CRM and automate 
the procurement process with a modern ERP platform. 

“Acumatica is our one-stop shop for everything from accounting to inventory to sales 
to purchasing and so on. For technology to work well without hacks or workarounds 
is rare, and Acumatica works really well.”

–  CRAIG MATUSINKSI, ECOMMERCE DIRECTOR
KEVINS WORLDWIDE

LEARN MORE >
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Stock inventory represents immediate  
supply to fill customer orders. Use existing 
stock for service appointments, construction 
jobs, and manufacturing production orders.

HOW ACUMATICA HELPS:

• Vendor Items: Cross-reference internal items using
vendor part numbers.

• Inventory: Manage inventory effectively with
connected purchasing, sales, production, service,
project accounting, construction, and financial
applications.

• Kit Disassembly: Return kit components to stock
with the kit disassembly activity.

• Physical Inventory: Use the physical inventory
app to ensure stock accuracy for improved order
management.

• Warehouse Management: Automate warehouse
transactions with the mobile WMS application for
receipt, put-away, picking, packing, and shipping.
Implement paperless picking with prioritized picking
queues and batch and wave picking.

• •Replenishment: Acumatica supports lead times,
safety stock, economic order quantities, min/
max, reorder points, moving average forecasts,
seasonality, and more.

• Warehouse Transfers: Set up replenishment
profiles between locations to understand how
planned transfer orders increase supply at each
warehouse.

OTHER SUPPLY APPLICATIONS
Manage other supply sources with 
Acumatica manufacturing and returns. 
Foster supplier relationships with embedded CRM 
and extend Acumatica with certified applications.

HOW ACUMATICA HELPS:

• Manufacturing: Acumatica supports make-
to-stock, make-to-order, batch process, and
project-centric manufacturers with connected
applications for production, estimating,
engineering, material planning, scheduling, and
product configuration.

• Returns: Process customer returns into inventory
for future order fulfillment or product disposition.

• Embedded CRM: Setup vendors in Acumatica’s
native CRM application for a 360-degree view
of supplier contacts, communication, and
information with support cases to manage issues.

• Quality Management: The certified eWorkplace
Apps quality module supports quality testing
and reporting to minimize returns and boost
customer satisfaction.

• Advanced AP/PO Automation: Acumatica’s
extensive marketplace includes apps like
SourceDay for advanced supply chain and
vendor management.

• Electronic Data Interchange: Expedite vendor
purchase orders and receive advance ship notices
with certified EDI apps.

MANUFACTURING
Manufacturers address internal challenges to improve supply chain plans. Review and 
fix bill of material issues for more exact planning. Implement advanced planning and 
scheduling (APS) for increased throughput. Connect your CAD or PLM software with your 
ERP system to harmonize bills of material and reduce the engineering to manufacturing 
hand-off. Finally, implement a quality management system to reduce waste.

“The quote to cash cycle is the lifeblood of our business, and Acumatica has given 
us the tools to manage it effectively and efficiently every step of the way. We have 
valuable tools to see what’s coming, to do all our forecasting through dashboards, 
and focus on key customers.”

–  TIM PATTON, ICT DIRECTOR, SAM LEARN MORE >

https://www.acumatica.com/acumatica-marketplace/eworkplace-apps-quality-management-suite-for-acumatica/
https://www.acumatica.com/acumatica-marketplace/eworkplace-apps-quality-management-suite-for-acumatica/
https://www.acumatica.com/acumatica-marketplace/sourceday-purchase-order-management/
https://www.acumatica.com/success-stories/erp-sytem-for-sam/


CURRENT STATE SURVEY
Complete the survey below by clicking the boxes in each column. Then, count your results and enter the total 
at the bottom.

SUPPLY CHAIN VULNERABILITY TRUE FALSE

You source any of your top ten items or materials from a single supplier.

You often experience stock-out situations or late receipts from vendors.

You source a significant percentage of inventory from overseas suppliers.

You have lost customers due to supply chain issues.

Supply chain issues dramatically impact sales, service, projects, or production plans.

You carry excessive inventory to curb supply chain issues.

You do not have a reliable method to forecast future demand.

Purchasing processes are predominantly manual with little automation.

You have limited visibility into supplier inventories, orders, and shipments.

Suppliers do not have access to your system or information to work collaboratively.

You are not using blanket orders for either purchasing or sales.

Vendor onboarding and new item requisition processes are manual.

You have not automated order fulfillment with barcoding or a WMS application.

Demand information is inaccurate due to stand-alone retail, commerce, or other apps.

You are confident that your current ERP system supports your supply chain needs.

TOTAL

ASSESSMENT 

How Vulnerable is Your Supply Chain? 
Is your business vulnerable to supply chain disruption? Do you rely too heavily on a single 
vendor? Is your business system adequate to navigate complex supply chain issues? Find out 
how well you are prepared by completing the self-assessment below.

“We’ve been able to locate every product in our system, barcoded by location . . . 
it [Acumatica] allows us to be able to move inventory throughout the warehouse, 
transfer it to new locations, and essentially keep track of every single product that 
we have within the warehouse.

–  CHAD TREADWELL, SVP OF OPERATIONS
FSC LIGHTING

LEARN MORE >
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CURRENT STATE ASSESSMENT RESULTS
Add up all the true answers. Then, use the table below to see where you are at today.

12-15 Severe Risk
Your supply chain is chaotic with inaccurate and untimely data. Manual processes 
run rampant throughout your organization, inflating costs with inefficient labor 
activities. Invest in a modern ERP platform to secure your supply chain.

8-11 High Risk
You struggle to keep up with customer demand and supplier shipments. 
Disconnected systems and processes limit your ability to remain competitive. 
It is time to start evaluating a modern ERP application for the future.

4-7 Moderate 
Risk

You are doing an excellent job at mitigating supply chain disruptions. Continue to 
monitor the situation and look for ways to automate more business processes by 
leveraging additional features in your ERP application or connecting specialized, 
third-party supply chain applications.

0-3 Low Risk
Congratulations! You have mastered your supply chain using automation and  
real-time data to limit disruption. Continue to look for ways to streamline and 
improve business processes.

“By tracking and authenticating asset movement in the supply chain and in 
the warehouse through use of technologies such as RFID and blockchain, order 
verification is automated, minimizing errors and our customers can have much more 
confidence that the goods they’re purchasing are authentic, not counterfeit.”

– BLUEFIN COLLECTIBLES

Acumatica’s 
role-based 
dashboards and 
mobile WMS app 
monitors inventory 
operations in 
real-time.

LEARN MORE >
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Digital Transformation: Implement a modern ERP 
system with tools to improve vendor transparency.

Improve Data: Implement physical inventory with 
barcode scanning, artificial intelligence, and statistical 
forecasts to improve data for planning. Capture vendor 
performance for insights into quality issues and lead 
times. Use data to reduce carrying costs by targeting 
popular items with higher profits.

Adjust Strategies: Consider smaller recurring orders from 
multiple vendors or buy less often in larger quantities. 
Adjust safety stock levels to buffer late deliveries and 
implement vendor-managed and consigned inventory 
for increased collaboration. 

Expand Capabilities: Distributors and retailers may 
add kitting or additive manufacturing to make products 
they source today. Consider adding refurbishment and 
recycling services to source and repair hard-to-find items 
from obsolete products. 

Diversify Suppliers: Use requisitions to solicit  
bids from new suppliers, add onshore vendors 
for items you currently source overseas, and 
ask vendors if they can supply other products 
to diversify your vendor network. Also, consider 
working with multiple transportation providers 
for more flexibility. 

Eliminate Bottlenecks: Consider drop-shipments 
from vendors directly to customers and go directly 
to source suppliers. Acquire strategic suppliers and 
consider locations closer to customers or suppliers 
to reduce transportation costs and lead times. 

Make Investments: Invest in employees to 
avoid labor shortages, skills training to empower 
employees with knowledge, systems to automate 
processes, and business process improvement to 
eradicate waste. Invest in research and development 
to make products that are problematic to 
source elsewhere.

STRATEGIES 

Advanced Supply Chain Strategies
Technology alone cannot solve every supply chain problem. Creative thinking and innovation 
often produce tremendous results to mitigate supply chain risks. Below are ideas to elevate 
your supply chain management strategy.

Keep your pulse on item demand with Acumatica’s sales manager dashboard.
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Pricing and Discounts: Use discounts to encourage 
customers to buy during off-peak times and persuade 
them to buy alternative products that are easier to 
source. Offer discounts for pre-orders or blanket 
purchase orders to identify demand for more 
manageable downstream supply planning.

Product Portfolio: Carefully evaluate your product 
portfolio. Drop unnecessary items that are difficult 
to source or near the end of their lifecycle. Look for 
alternative products that are readily available from 
multiple suppliers. 

Stay Informed: Proactively check supplier 
performance. Collaborate often with customers and 
suppliers on improvement initiatives. Stay abreast 
of global news that may affect your supply chain. 
Monitor your supply chain in real-time with role-based 
dashboards and mobile notifications.

Research: Join trade associations, search the web, 
talk to peers, join online user groups like Acumatica 
Community, read trade magazines, and attend trade 
shows and conferences to learn about supply chain 
management strategies.

Get Help: Hire supply chain, transportation, and 
technology experts to conduct a supply chain 
assessment, including inventory practices and 
technology reviews. Consider outsourcing inventory 
management and order fulfillment with contract 
fulfillment and warehousing providers.

Emergency Plans: Create an emergency plan to 
avoid potential catastrophes. You may need to source 
products from competitors or vendors with lower 
quality, higher prices, and longer lead times to get 
through challenging times.

“We know the pricing of 10 different vendors on the same product so we can compare 
them instantly and, depending upon those needs, satisfy whatever is the customer’s 
biggest priority. For example, if a customer is concerned about cost but is not worried 
about delivery times, we can provide a quote that fits those needs. Or, if a customer 
needs the packaging right away, we can use a more expensive vendor and ship that 
day if needed.”

– PATRICK MADISON, CFO, KORPACK LEARN MORE >

Monitor purchasing with real-time data and actionable reports with drilldowns to source transactions.
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Strategic Supply Chain 
Management with 
Acumatica Cloud ERP
Without the right business system, supply chain 
management is challenging to automate processes, 
manage issues, and work collaboratively with customers 
and vendors.

Acumatica provides a holistic and modern ERP platform for 
small and growing inventory-centric businesses to mitigate 
supply chain disruption. The robust distribution suite 
includes embedded warehouse management capabilities, 
flexible replenishment features, and powerful purchasing 
tools like purchase order requisitions with vendor bidding 
that are uncommon in midmarket ERP applications. 

Supply chain features flow across the Acumatica system 
connecting inventory, sales, retail, commerce, construction, 
service, project, and manufacturing transactions for a real-
time consolidated view of demand across the organization. 
Certified marketplace applications extend Acumatica with 
advanced options to further automate and improve supply 
chain plans.

Acumatica provides everything that progressive 
manufacturers need to effectively manage internal 
systems and processes. Improve planning and reduce 
cycle times with best-in-class applications for production, 
estimating, engineering, material planning, scheduling, 
product configuration, and manufacturing data collection. 
Acumatica is designed for make-to-stock, make-to-order, 
configure-to-order, engineer-to-order, repetitive, and 
project-centric manufacturers.

“When global supply chain 
problems caused prices 
on every widget that we 
sell to flux, we had to be 
nimble and quickly get 
replacement costs into the 
system overnight. Acumatica 
was able to handle that. 
There would have been no 
way to have the control and 
flexibility we have today with 
customer pricing and an 
accurate view of our costs 
without Acumatica.”

–  KEITH FORD, PRESIDENT
EAGLE FENCE DISTRIBUTING
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